BAking As therApy



Sarah Burt brings new meaning to the words
baked goods. Every cake, pie, and sticky bun
is made from scratch with no preservatives. Each recipe is as unique as the story
behind Chase the Dream Baking Company.
In Sarah’s kitchen, quality is king. All ingredients are locally sourced whenever possible. And a portion of each sale is donated to
UpReach Therapeutic Riding Center. Sample
Sarah’s wares and you, too, will be chasing
the dream of these delectable desserts.

About ChAse the DreAm
Chase the Dream Baking Company is the culmination of Sarah Burt’s 25-plus years in the food
and beverage industry. After running a successful in-home baking business—at the urging
of her family, friends, and loyal customers—Sarah found the perfect commercial kitchen in
which to grow her company. Located in her home town of Hollis, New Hampshire, Chase the
Dream specializes in home-style desserts and treats that create lifelong memories, delivering
to local customers, restaurants, farm stands, and grocery stores.

The ChAse in the DreAm
Chase the Dream is a labor of heart
and talent, born at a time when Sarah
felt strongly called to give back in some
way. Sarah has loved horses even longer than she’s loved the smell of cake
rising in the oven. As a volunteer with
UpReach Therapeutic Riding Center,
she was rewarded by the smiles and
newfound confidence on the faces of
handicapped and at-risk riders—supported by their equine friends. Sarah
has often felt that confidence in the
saddle herself, and understands just how magical the relationship between horse and rider can be. It was while riding a very
special horse named Chase that she experienced an epiphany:
to put her love for baking, horses, and people all together. As a result, a portion of each
sale at Chase the Dream is lovingly donated to
the good work at UpReach Therapeutic Riding
Center in Goffstown, New Hampshire.

Sarah is grateful to
her mother and all the
other bakers in her life
who took the time to
share their secrets. She
proudly carries on in
their footsteps, baking
from scratch with the
purest ingredients.

all-natural desserts

For a list of current desserts
visit chasethedreambaking.com

info@chasethedreambaking.com
603-321-7065
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www.chasethedreambaking.com

